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I I

SARAH

f

Sarah was the nane of a lady that I 
loved. She will be associated always In 
my mind and inclinations vjith stories I 
heard as a child in Sunday School. Even 
now it is that Bible goodness that colors 
my pictures of her. A wholesomeness that 
saved even her everyday actions into sig
nificance. IJhen the sheets are clean and 
cool or the food is smelling like break
fast, I think of Sarah.

Remembering in some fashion almost 
everything about those days, I am obli
gated to call them Idyllic, for there is 
no remedy to what time does to the thoughts 
held of things we love. Whatever is that 
strange intensity that lends Itself to sun
light flashing into dusty darkness, that 
and other things pour themselves noxj. And 
there is no stopping them.

Before I left, we would talk together 
on odd nights after the eating X'/as done. 
Afternoon of evening we sat there in the 
dark with her husband Carter, whom she 
loved and for v7hom all the small gestures 
of her life vrere generally regulated.
These motions were the substance of my 
days, and it was like dancing: the form 
of living filled the time, the small spe
cies of talk being eventually left aside 
and forgotten. Through these coffee vapor 
evenings there was access to a joy in hav
ing things the x/ay they are. A thing that 
has left me in later years. I do not know 
why there should be sadness now for happi
ness then, except for the finality of such 
a separation. Even so there is no regret 
for any of it.

I would find myself eating conversa
tion from peoples' mouths as sustenance.
The sounds themselves gave me cause to re
peat them again and again. That fascina
tion also has left me by this time. Then,
I would carve phrases for myself on any 
hot afternoon, throwing most axmy into the
daystream ----  saving some, a few, to be
gifts to myself and others in evening con
versation. "I love thee, Sarah" v^as born 
full blown at dinner one night, and I saved 
it immediately to be used on some silver 
hour.



After years of watching her hair and the folds of her eyes, I finally 
] } went away. It does not matter to v/here. Where young men go who go away 
j,.; no one knox^/s, but all know the method. Some say to college or vjork or irar*

j but young men go none of these places. Only to some unknown and undefined
place of change from where they vjIH never return the same. And so I went.

,! The last time I saw her it was afternoon again. Her hand rested on the
vrood of the porch post, and she was not trembling. A light breeze gave her

r clothes the motions of living plants or flowers. The silver hour had come
and gone in a moment; and standing there, I knexi? I had said it and it xjas no 
longer kept. "I love thee, Sarah, I love thee". She only watched, framed 
in the cracking white wood of the porch and house. I do not recall walking 
av7ay. Still at some point my present life began, and that image faded away 
to memory.

And now ----  now, x^hen the sheets are clean and cool or the food is
smelling like something I remember, I think of Sarah. She only cried once, 
and I never saw her again.
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Eclogue
Hammer's staccato glints in the winter day.
Wind waves through icicle strings sough.
And steaming muzzles furry bark and joust, and chaff 
Dun mules, who bare their teeth and bray.
Brittle strav7s of sunlight
Shatter against porcelain sheets of ice,
Shards of whitewash, glazed green, and earthen brown 
Spatter the quilt that goes to town—
Scintillating shards of reflection that melt away like sound.

Feathery sails drift over the reaching fingers of the chimneys 
Where, wafted by her billowy currents 
(The chill caresses of the sky),
They're enfolded by a blanket of trees.
Delivered beyond the hunter's eye.
And lingering in January's fragile glare 
They give themselves to the air.

The creature who tills the ground doesn't dare:
When she comes, dancing the leaves with her breathing.
He skitters, lizard-like, and hides;
Hastens to his patch, to be inside its hem.
And fastens the latch of the oak shutters 
Over his window, warmly knitting himself in.
But over his head, circling elegantly around such space,
Birds dive and flash—
They fly into the algid wind, live ever to pass.



You have locked your hands in the kitchen cupboard.
Senses, one through five, were left in that cathedral in Germany 
And now your mind, so crystalline and pure, 
rianufactures its nutrients from mere word pulp.
You suffer, voyeur, through Russia's best novels.
But I would give you a gift 
Of nightmares -
Naked children dying in clean snow 
Dancing pale ladies in paler dress 
l^Jhile all the world is florescently lit.
Yes, I would make you a present 
Of tumors and dark cries.
Bestow on you the thousand minds' wounds with 

scars unhealing
Born each day into a long life.

Oh, I would give you a gift.
Such a present,
And shake the icy calm you created, But 
You haven't the hands to take it from me.

I beg you, believe me - 
This Job is not the real one.
He himself has drawn the pain on his face 
To make you hold him in nights 
That will last too long.

And if your fingers would erase that sorrow 
They can only trace it onto your oim skin.





David St. John

To conceive - that very anguish 
of looking beyond the skin she wears 
I put the ocean blue in her eyes 
With the strength that nuns have 
I#ien they bury their dead.



Blue Bach on paper.
He prays with bended ear. 
Songs, through a straw.
These fingers are as delicate 
as the process of green in the 
Spring. Rage, at the tip of 
These fingers, but the thing 
Ilust grow.

He navigates on red wine.
His ship, a myth V7hispered 
In the ear of an eagle. The 
Wind is pain and shall blow 
His sail. Step out, black dog 
And stand on the x^ater lily.

I am going to be alone.
There x-xas costume and coterie:
The mind x^earing soma xrarm 
Clothes in the cold weather of a 
Few friends.

But, to go naked nov? is good art. 
The kind that shocks the mind to 
Imagine death in the sun for 
A woman and some xjater.



With your big bowls of i<rine and 
Supper, broiming like autumn-all, for - 
Everyman's color. Good fire and fruit. 
Gracious gods you have for the fat ones,
I'Jho get excited and the thin ones.
Sliding. Still, I cannot touch you.
It is the way that you have arranged me 
To fit in like a sharp corner for the shadows.



AUTUIIN'S CHILD; AN ELEGY

I
The old man slept fitfully

in an ancient, broxAm morris chair,
His dog, curled like a cat, dreaming 

of the ashen taste of feathers,
And long runs downwind in the leaves.

In bed, a boy listened to songs 
Outside—the wind and bare branches— 

and xjaited for a frozen dawn.
Damp socks steamed on the fender,

souring the oak fire's dry fragrance.
Just before dark, thirty geese had

flotm up the valley, along the river. 
Turning west before lost to sight

in the holy mountains of the Jemez.
The boy had heard their beating wings, 

felt the cold air's lonely rush.
He thought of his grandfather, v/anting

him to go, when he xirent, as the geese—
In hushed sounds, unlabored pox-jer,

a great shadow, as felt as seen.
The three—the boy, the man, the dog—

had grained in them this small valley. 
Knew its moments of becoming,

sank to tears at its losses.
Silent, mostly, they were contained,

tuned to earth and X7ind and season.

II
KnoxA^ing the old man V70uld die soon, 

he X'Tondered how he would feel.
And his father, who stayed behind

to do things, he'd said, 'round the house. 
Was it really so important?

The way the different seasons Xixere?
The first snow covering the meadox-7s hay 

in November's bright, glassy days?
Thinking of his grandfather's dying, 

he saw not x^hole—rather only 
The large fingers, cold and crooked,

threading lines and grasping reins 
In a second calming dogs,

immense and XA7arm—he'd never argued.
He remembered coming to them

afraid, raft sunk in icy V7ater,
Hox-7, with his old voice, they left him 

on fire to live, and shining.



Ill
In the morning, the sun rose quickly

above the hills, turning the trees 
Along the river into gold.

The old man suddenly stopped, fell. 
Flushing a pheasant from some briars.

The boy found him gone already.
As, through widening circles of light,

the old man followed the bird from cold 
Into warmth. He saw all those he’d loved, 

the green early morning pastures 
And steaming brown horses, and sunlight 

chiselling the rock-filled stream. 
Silently they beckoned him to stop, 

but he could not, moving slowly 
In light and wonder, alv7ays a circle

beyond-- and far away.
The boy knelt to lift, to embrace him,

to kiss the knovm earth they had shared 
To take, somehovj, from its darkness 

that shining other self.
The noX'T still deep voice had promised.

He found it under a torn coat 
In blowing leaves, and large warm hands, 

by the fires of autumn evenings.

J. B. Ault



Margaret Donsbach

HY14N TO THE GOD OF SELF-LOVE

You are the god of self and of those things which the self desires.
You raise men up as idols to themselves.
You move the hearts of tyrants.
You rest in a man and take him as your home,
Stopping outside of him only as the bee upon a flower gathering its 

delightful nectar.
Nothing is so sudden as your wants 
Nothing is so secret as your plans 
Nothing is so cunning as your counsel.
You are as a shadow of a shadov/
You change your form a thousand times, rivaling the old man of the sea.
You become such wondrous things as alchemy never dreamed of.
You dwell in the black-watered, bottomless lake

where you are hidden to the eyes even of angels 
where you move among the waters
a thousand times x^andering where no eye can trace your path.

You cannot see even yourself.
You conceive 
You nourish 
You raise up
Nightmare loves and hates that you cannot see in the black slime where 

you dwell.
You form of them such monsters that, when led into the light of day 
You turn from them in horror.
Crying out with astonishment
Crying that you knov; them not, that these leering beasts are things you 

have never seen.
Beneath this dark blanket of slime is engendered
Ignorance
The fatal mistake
The coarseness of an uncleaned stable.
Here is engendered such false beliefs as make men slaves:
You thought the desires that had carried you had lost interest in the chase 

when they had merely stopped on the way to rest.
You X"7ere sure as you rose from the bed of your whore that your lust, 

indulged, had disappeared forever.



You imagined your feelings were dead and had laid them out on a draped bier 
when they rose, as from a sleep, and stood to face you, grinning. 

Indeed you see all things with perfection, excepting only yourself.
You are like a misshapen eye which sees beauty all around it yet cannot 

know its own ugliness.
When your desires mount to passion 
You see 
You smell 
You hear
You imagine, surmise, discover, divine all.
Each passion of yours is filled with a magic clairvoyant.
You chain yourself to your desires, then see that they are beasts with 

slobbering and poisonous iavjs.
For the sake of desiring.
You desire all.

Wizard of a thousand shapes, you are 
Imperious and ingratiating 
Sincere and dissembling 
Merciful and cruel 
Timid and bold.
Your desires change with your form 
And now you want glory 
New wealth 
New pleasure
Demon, you change as I age
Devil, you are different when I am rich and when I am poor 
Great god, you change with my every experience.
You are many or one as you please.
I^y do you labor so diligently for the disastrous? 
liJhat is your pleasure in the pointless?
Where is the power in your frivolous and cheap pastimes?
You walk with men v/herever they vralk and you live in all 
You pay no rent and you need no food 
You live in rich and poor
You settle in the souls of men who x^ar against you 
You direct their schemes.
Conjuring your own ruin
Pitiless, ruthless for you will rise like the Phoenix,
Indestructible.
You are a rank weed that, chopped dovm.
Rears its head in a new place.
Attends its own funeral to laugh and jeer.
God of self-love, I praise your power.
Though you hide yourself in vapors and black mist 
We see your image in the sea 
You find in its mirror

^^ithful expression of the turbulent succession of your thoughts and 
of your eternal movements.

sfter leRochefoucauld*s essay on 1’amour propre



MOMIYGOOSE

shellaflye
butterbye
Baby go to sleep.
nutterenfettercrye
halibutplutterskye
Father's gone to France,
pick up your blackpatentleathershoes
and let me see you dance.

oh the grass will groxi? and the butterflies fly 
and the summer sun will shine in your eye.
dreamkneedapper 
dillygosnapper 
Have a cup of tea. 
fillyfoalflapper 
snappersnowclapper 
Faretheewell and gone,
my little man will look in the newspaper 
and see what's going on.
oh the grass will grow and the butterflies fly 
and the summer sun will shine in your eye.
tambolarina 
flightlyfarina, ohno
Sweet ivy on the windowsill come spring
(and a black rabbit that scratches the ground in the back yard 
and keeps its secret heart to itself).
I never wanted to see him go.
I never thought to see thee going farther and farther away, 
your boots crunching in the snow like silver dollars.

oh the grass will grow and the butterflies fly 
and the summer sun will shine in your eye - 
applescotch and butterpie, 
and the summer sun vrill shine in your eye.





poem of revelation

oh body mine that was never my body before:
(I would not admit other than a mind might exercise) 
now with catstretched muscles and beginning 
strength, with firm fleshiness and flabb3mess 
that is not manshaped but womanflesh.

(not the body that makes a woman though 
we've long been duped into flatstomachs 
legslong 36C busts to believe otherwise)

I, with the antithesis of The Body, Xirith shortv^ide
not longthin bones, with poochy stomach and
flat chest, found emerging in this muscles
and curved flesh making dips and rises
where shadows and light play.
llaking body harmony's composition in
delight-finetune with mind,
together building self-confidence in body,
in turn self/body knowing that Woman as I.



. . and of the animal

calf cry at spring snow ^
not ready, not yet 
for cold notvjarm wet
calf cry, an* kick 
nose steam, an* slick— 
say mama, mama, this t* me?
then th* wildwlnd

Christian Burkes



THE ROSE
...Rose, she born,

Rose, she bloom.
Oh Rose, RedRose, she die...

I

ST7EETSLID

foot t' floor t' field— 
dawn o' breathburst wait, 
ground-sky split, she leapin' red— 
eye t' sunsquint risin'

while hand t' plowpath grasp— 
angus-black, clayed o' palm, 
throb wheatsoil beat— 
th' seed, th' burst, 
fly earth-thigh fruit...
yet, th' cry11
leap from field t' floor t' whisperword...
softly, softly, mother smile thrushflutter
not cere-sv7addl'd ,
not cradl'd o' winterwind,
but chrisom-clad—
davjn-dappl' t f awneye ,
sweet first-flung sack,
son-lept breath harsh springbit cry,
bright, 'n bright,
'n springbit cry!



II

TROY COME ITALY
Curse Ye! cramp't 'n crippl't claws, 
awed o' plow, 'n sliver't, still 
bid ye ply share t' furrow deep— 
scar sought, leap t' lay sleepln' seed
Curse Ye! parch't 'n pallid plain, 
lack't o' god drop't cut-cloud bless, 
bid ye gralngrow, yet ye not— 
brow sllpp't sweat be but tears unwep't...

...I am th' wind, deathly dry, 
swoop't off blood dusted beach, 
sand-laden thlrstroar, blast blown heat, 
hard sought my fleet t' fly

nov7, rushroll-suck't gale dust brought down 'neath wave, 
clean cleans't whoosh cavort the air—sail, 
once slack set, nov; snapp't o' salted prayer
open ocean't, land-lost

again, scrape brushln' belly stroke white vjeepln' wave 
there then t' catch heavin' breath o' wet— 
soft caught strength, 'n softer smile

ships slide swift, prow point land, 
t' west, 'n west—wet beach cleav't— 
still moisture-met, 
nor fresher felt wind than I...

Sing, Sing! ye greengraft plow 
wl' th' slide 'n scratch o' sollslft 
Sing, Sing! ye burstln' hopes, 
mopp't o' brow, clap ralnfllng-klss'd!

Sing, Sing! ye storm, ye wet, ye slake taste tears, 
sing, blow sweet—'till, laughter swell'd, 
dust t' mud t' life at last—Sing!



Ill

BLOOD-RUSSET ROSE

pony slump't
'gainst dusk's sweet rust— 

swift slid sky 
sun thrust dyin'

soldier slump't
'gainst sweat-sleek sabre—

death-milk't, dull tipp't. 
scabbard-stuck, reluctant

damn-dripp't orb,
as mountain-slipp't, yank breeze-breath 

last.
deep labored moan

flank spurr'd, 
rider, pony stir this 

last.
breeze-breath heard

"Mine,
once rush't

now keep-gripp't, fast"
soldier, steed drop t' thigh suck, 
ground groan sigh— 

womb-wet once, 
yet once again.



Downstairs house, old perhaps. The floor
levels
below, creaking as it settles. Upstairs

bedroom door closed on dark
hallway and staircase, door closed 
again at the bottom. Heavy curtains 
drawn
over the black shadows gaping among the 
trees, shadows laid
over by pale lit branches. Lamplight on

the curtains and walls
going no further; closing around silence as a 
companion, light and warmth inside the 
curtains, kept in by a closed door.
Outside the earth is darker than the night 
itself;
a gravel road winds on for miles, the 
wide black ditches on each 
side. Downstairs house, old 
perhaps; the light on 
in one room only.

coughing the exhausted 
ends of cigarette dreams and 
morning cold, she

wakes to the floor of her 
sleep; and what he said 
last night
seems
very distant at 
this hour, she tries
to think; cannot. 
sleep bottles up her eyes 
her words stick

to her drowning lungs.





A duck
floating face down in a pool - 
killed by a jealous lover.

BEARS, BEARS, BEARS (and how I love em)
I v/ant a bear;
Not a goat with goaty grin.
I want a bear
with his bearskin all around him.
Stuff him if you have to, 
and put marbles for his eyes,
I'd rather have a dead bear 
than a living bear that dies.

Larry Dutton
Imagine you're a goat; 
imagine you're not a goat.

Mangled Penguins
Mangled penguins 
all in a row.
Watch them bleed 
and watch them grow, 
grow with fungus 
grow with mold; 
mangled penguins, 
warm to cold.

A cow
floating face doim in a pool - 
killed by a jealous lover.



does it matter?
everything but chocolate on Sunday afternoons 
all the colours to pick from except for green balloons 

texas cloudsjtexas cold,texas and its country-western,texas can grow
old.

make a smile for Sylvester, he's worse off than you. 
you have many faces, Sylvester has but two

theres something sad about artists with more than one trash can 
and poets

with
tears

in
their

eyes.
x-/hy do i feel blinded when all i can see is night? 
o i'm allright

leftovers
warmed over

arent toobad
kind of hard to swallow though, 

it's the lonely meal that makes it rough 
it's the silence that keeps me company

keeps me awake in the dark, 
keeps me and that is all. 
hungry?

make a smile for Sylvester, he has someone else to care for. 
you have only you.

Karen Hesse



your hands spoke of anniversaries 
for all the celebrations 

we didn't attend 
till every hair and cell of me 
was wide awake & gasping
if i could have you as often 

as i have the sun 
each golden fiber 
on its sunburned ground 
would become an altar 
and each quickened breath 
a song of worship



A Tender Web of Love Envelopes My Heart

Like summer spiders on forgotten roses. 
Spinning webs, surrounding beauty 
that early morning dew adheres to.
Such beauty twinkles in sunlight, 
Rainbows reflect on rose red darning.
The inner rose is shadowed 
as it opens itself to glimpse the sun. 
Tender buds know first light 
beneath the web's protection;
Refreshed with the dew.

Aleta Hackney



1 saw you once a night ago 
V7ith moonbeams thereof sparkling 
in gypsy's eyes 
of beads 
and strings 
of golden mandolins 
and tin
and sugared songs 
of honeyed 
dew you want to play 
the gypsy's life you said

i touched your hand 
of thousand rings 

and chimes 
of misty belfried 

belles of mansions 
marble white 
in dress 

we waltzed 
in groved 

magnolias

i wave now long 
the silken scarf 
to hail and hell 
the wild storm 
enchanting till 
amusement halts 
and thunders 
into someone 

shy
with gypsy spells 
of beads and strings 

of golden mandolins and tin 
and sugared songs of honeyed 

dev7 you want to play... 
no

Mark Langner



\
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Elaine Phillips

stained glass trees 
colour the light for our whispering

Blow ii7ind 
Through my hair

And run your fingers through my mind



Early Spring Emerges
Early Spring 

Sprouts.
glimmering pearls in a fragrant air

In a leafs venous design, 
austerity beholds the tree-limbs'

far off.
Here within springs serenity, 
the patterns merge into leaves.

Larry Clendenin



Echo

Nearing the Halloween that nears three score.
This century of our ruin, quit the town.
And past the still unpeopled pinyon hills 
Thread Arroyo Noro under Atalaya's bov/l.
VJhat are you looking for? Jays have cropped 
The pinyons, crying flocks — deceptive year — 
Wind-eggs to our teeth — they know the good;
We, fire-sport of nature, what is our own?

By the last gold cottonwood ease flesh down 
Where a gleam of water at the rock sill holds 
The blue vault laced with restless fleece — Alert — 
Deflection from a trickster's silly crimes.

Is it a false promise, a sentimental claim.
That such a season of the self and world —
Like that grasshopper's chirping, like this tree — 
Might wear the sounds and colors of the spring?
Cliffs of Precambrian metamorphic gneiss 
Mottled and folded with dark Vishnu schist. . .
More than old trees and almost as much as stars 
You have always loved and hankered after rock.
If then the amorphous jelly of the tongue 
Give voice: What seeking? What its OT-m? does not 
The cleft gorge of the earth, flawed weatherings 
Of pink and grey, send back the ansvrer: STONE?

Bell





Let me lie fallow in the dripping night 
liThen I can suck sweet milklets dry 
They have spilt from earth’s swollen breast 
A chorus spattered on the sky 
For soon the butcher of light 

Will return to bleed me, 
a small and pale sorrow.

The day, the screamer 
the stinging siren with rump tilted 
the pied whore can choose me, 

or snatch her nipple, 
my cooing wilted.

I sing the rites of my bondage,
I sing the sweet, sweet burn.

But the dwarf of night is plucking his brain 
the crackle of his laughter fire hissing in the rain 
Ladies flutter, painted flesh butterflies 

dip their wombs and somber shoulders 
deeply 
stirringly

into the bath of Orpheus.
Svjeating through the hellpits

men will track their perfumed jex\rels.
Near the sxdLrling wake of sulphur

lies Beelzebub's perfect child.
Breathing fruit from ashes that wane.
Nature's mocking bird

fertile and man-spun 
is the milk white hermaphrodite 

Tool of beauty sprouted from urn of pain.
I sing the dirge, it falls in flowers.
I clutch the ripe, ripe dark.

SALLY XfflITE



When snow thoughts ponder earthen sentences 
of pine or stone or greymouse brindled field 
and sweeping take them up securely; see then 
what soft strength I follow with the world.

It is more than memory to see these thoughts 
of white hair and wrinkled face in the snow 
falling now, a year gone by. Eyes caught 
and sparkle in feather lined face—there—vjho go
and go and cannot stop the going. There 
enveloped in a silence where my words 
were loud and young, her heart beat the care 
of eighty winters' snow. Touched not, novr and gone.

In winter where the love is all but silent, 
wait with patient dying, should the cold relent.

Russel! Mayfje!d

Should breath stop, ever 
should breath die 
because I am too far grasped 
in hand I do not know, 
it will be the time.
For it was the same surely 
when she died to us 
and lay as something left 
forgotten, but still untouched. 
Though we rubbed against it, 
and though we wept it wet,
Never more than stuff of earth 
nor more than breathless mouldering.
Should breath stop, ever
should breath die,
we will all be
God, vje all will be
the silence of the world.



Old people with old hands 
put around the face 
or into the hair

resting near the mouth
along the neck
old hands, old thoughts
rustling through decaded rooms 
patiently wait 
not for the night.

Old people with old hands 
in arrangements for the day 
carefully placed

so much like folded paper 
stood near window beam 
by a light shaft

paling near the daylight 
behind the door shadow 
grey thoughts, grey eyes



Snox^ is an indifference 
l-Jho could deny it 
hesitating here 
above the table land?
A weight about the shoulders 
over, over all 
diamond snowfall 
so heavy fell, so silent
Flesh gathered above the eyes
a gesture of the brow
quiet and melancholy
far out along the ground
Never, never hear the sound
small souls covered and pressed dox-m.

They run ahead of me 
shouting for things that come 
upon them, leaning, slanting 
Forward before I do 
clouds
are older children 
going xjhere I do not go 
who standing though naked 
on hill’s platform crest 
arms stretched surrendered 
untaken by the wind

Ifountains' ridge gum the sky to blood. 
Hollow teeth in blueness wait beneath, 
rising in their xirestern x-zall, 
and drink the life of day.
Slowly bled to death from evening's wound,
the light stoops to color
Red and crimson shrouds of fog
and red the mountain wall.

Blood of Christ on Easter night 
The day has given this in dying 
in groaning bleeds this end of light.
It drains doxra to hollow teeth 
with the face of centuries 
sx'/allowed by the darkness.



Fourteen, nineteen, thirty years 
and I at last am passing, 
as first I lived, dying.

Dovm hills and banks and filled up years 
water run in streams is drying; 
leaves, falling; graves, grassing.

Tables, chairs, curtain rods 
set speeches
unthought, agreeing, nod.
And I at last am passing 
as first I lived 
Oh, quiet, still 
was dying.

If this coming light be grey 
or not
if it is blue and senseless gold 
it does not matter

Having the turns of my smiles 
pinned to the lives of those 
V7ho justly and sure demand:
No longer control nor action. 
Having these ones say they care; 
Now tethered and debted.

Should rain fall like steel. 
Could it
be angel light or if it be 
It does not matter.

One can disregard such things 
as only fields of grass 
that were not cut this year 
or chronic xjooden buildings 
but' three years from 
the times so well remembered. 
These can be dismissed, 
if one absent be
But should the foot find 
or if the eye lend time 
to the silver grass and wood, 
they must be heard and greeted; 
if touched and rubbed, 
they will not be forgot.



A quietness comes in early mornlnp 
when the pulse is settled 
hollow in the chest.
If there is ice in air 
not even the night is black 
but haloed moonlight 
starlight fine white milkllght 
The underthings of a stately lady 
made to be over covered.

So many things do not belong 
unless paid for even unknovjingly. 
Sitting in chairs, even hopes 
when one has tired eyes 
and heart tired heart 
having spent the night 
like silver coins 
to see the sun come up.

Hold yourself alone
in ashes in dust
Grey the day comes for one
who has no eyes to see
Take a pot sherd
and scratch your sores
Listen to the three friends
convince you of the dark
You cannot hold
this thing or grasp
You have forgotten
or never known
the whirlwind



Reflections in a swinging door 
tell and catch a woman's face 
clasped among the blond grey hair 
who turning there to watch a child 
held her suitcase by her knees 
here among the station seats 
with the rest of us.

There the light is falling 
florescent from the nose to cheek 
and through her scarf is lost again; 
for as there motion is and fleet, 
there is in seeing, having seen: 
and gone the face and brovmsome eyes 
where x^atched the rest of us.
Life is not in little things; 
times remembered as a crease 
folded into plain white sheets 
or fragile odors longly trapped 
in hidden jewelry boxes.
And Wrong, Wrong, Wrong 
Here is the face and then is gone 
and held it cannot; no, nor loved 
although it were forever kept.

Who must continue living fall 
across the knife-edge present line 
turning corner or given time 
hope not hope to touch a face 
or sigh to love—yet will have loved.
Looking back to hold is death.


